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Abstract

Fake news with detrimental societal effects has001
attracted extensive attention and research. De-002
spite early success, the state-of-the-art meth-003
ods fall short of considering the propagation004
of news. News propagates at different times005
through different mediums, including users,006
comments, and sources, which form the news007
propagation network. Moreover, the serious008
problem of data hiding arises, which means009
that fake news publishers disguise fake news010
as real to confuse users by deleting comments011
that refute the rumor or deleting the news itself012
when it has been spread widely. Existing meth-013
ods do not consider the propagation of news014
and fail to identify what matters in the process,015
which leads to fake news hiding in the prop-016
agation network and escaping from detection.017
Inspired by the propagation of news, we pro-018
pose a novel fake news detection framework019
named TaHiD, which models the propagation020
as a heterogeneous dynamic graph and contains021
the propagation attention module to measure022
the influence of different propagation. Exper-023
iments demonstrate that TaHiD extracts use-024
ful information from the news propagation net-025
work and outperforms state-of-the-art methods026
on several benchmark datasets for fake news027
detection. Additional studies also show that028
TaHiD is capable of identifying fake news in029
the case of data hiding.030

1 Introduction031

Nowadays, social media has been widely used. As032

Statista1 reported, there were nearly 300 million so-033

cial media users in the United States in 2021. Due034

to the widespread use of social media, more and035

more people use it to obtain and disseminate news.036

About half of U.S. adults (53%) say they get news037

from social media "often" or "sometimes", and this038

use is spread out across several different sites, ac-039

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/278341/number-of-
social-network-users-in-selected-countries/

Figure 1: A diagram of news propagation. The blue
arrows represent the news propagation process. (a) Be-
sides news content itself, the entities in the process of
propagation are important. Here is an example of fake
news and its propagation mediums, where the highlight
parts help classify this news as fake. (b) The figure
shows an example of data hiding. During the propaga-
tion of news, the information even the news itself would
be deleted by its publisher to be hidden.

cording to a Pew Research Center survey2. How- 040

ever, at the same time, social media has made it 041

easier to spread misinformation and disinformation, 042

especially fake news. A majority of the Americans 043

who are getting news on social media continue to 044

question its accuracy. About six in ten (59%) of 045

those who at least rarely get news on social media 046

say they expect that news to be largely inaccurate2. 047

Fake news contains intentional false information 048

and can disrupt social order. For example, Cui and 049

Lee (2020) mentioned that 77 cell phone towers 050

have been set on fire due to the conspiracy claim- 051

ing that 5G mobile networks can spread COVID-19. 052

Since widespread fake news has harmful social ef- 053

forts, there is an urgent need for developing fake 054

news detection methods. 055

Previous fake news detection works mainly 056

2https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2021/01/12/news-
use-across-social-media-platforms-in-2020/
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adopted traditional feature engineering. Pen-057

nebaker et al. (2015) extracted features from the058

psychology and deception perspective for text clas-059

sification. Castillo et al. (2011) adopted features060

derived from text like the number of positive senti-061

ment words and the number of URLs in the news062

to detect fake news. Since feature engineering063

has serious subjective errors, researchers began to064

leverage neural network based fake news detection065

frameworks. Shu et al. (2019a) provided a way to066

exploit both news contents and user comments by067

a hierarchical attention neural network jointly to068

detect fake news. Wang et al. (2018) proposed a069

framework that contains VGG19 (Simonyan and070

Zisserman, 2014) to extract multi-modal features071

of news. As the research progressed, researchers072

realized that the social network composed of news073

is helpful to improve fake news detection perfor-074

mance. Shu et al. (2020b) built a news propagation075

network and extracted macro-level and micro-level076

network features to identify fake news. Nguyen077

et al. (2020) adopted graph neural networks to learn078

news representations and applied the learned repre-079

sentations to detect fake news.080

Despite early successes, previous methods have081

failed to identify fake news in the news propaga-082

tion networks as Figure 1 illustrates. Most of the083

earlier work focused only on the news itself, ignor-084

ing the process of news propagation. The entities085

in the news propagation networks contain a lot of086

information. For example, Shu et al. (2019b) point087

out that users who share news can help detect fake088

news. The more serious problem is data hiding,089

which means fake news publishers disguise fake090

news as real to confuse people. They hide fake091

news by deleting debunking comments or news092

itself. Fake news may hide in the propagation net-093

work and escape from detection. In light of this,094

there is an urgent need for a method that considers095

the propagation process of news and tackles the096

data hiding problem.097

Inspired by the propagation process, we pro-098

pose TaHiD (Tackling Data Hiding in Fake News099

Detection with News Propagation network), a fake100

news detection framework. TaHiD considers the101

news propagating process as a heterogeneous dy-102

namic graph and encodes critical entities of the103

propagation process, including news, sources, com-104

ments, users, and temporal information. TaHiD105

contains a propagation attention module to iden-106

tify important propagation in the process, which107

ensures that TaHiD is still effective in the absence 108

of propagation network information. Our main 109

contributions are summarized as follows: 110

• We propose an end-to-end fake news detection 111

framework named TaHiD. TaHiD considers news 112

propagation networks as a heterogeneous dy- 113

namic graph, from which extracts information 114

to identify fake news. 115

• TaHiD contains the propagation attention mod- 116

ule, which measures the contributions of each 117

propagation, to address the data hiding problem. 118

• We conduct extensive experiments on three real- 119

world datasets to evaluate TaHiD and competitive 120

baselines, which shows the excellent ability of 121

TaHiD to identify fake news. 122

2 Related Work 123

The widespread dissemination of fake news on so- 124

cial media has brought serious harm to the politic, 125

economy, and other fields. Researchers adopt 126

various method on fake new detection (Zellers 127

et al., 2019; Fung et al., 2021; Dementieva and 128

Panchenko, 2021). Previous works on fake news de- 129

tection mainly focus on text features. Castillo et al. 130

(2011) use features from users’ posting and retweet- 131

ing behavior, tweet content and URLs. Popat et al. 132

(2016) propose a classifier that uses factors to as- 133

sess the credibility of the claim from different 134

sources. Deep Neural Networks are also adopted 135

recently and significantly outperform traditional 136

methods. Karimi and Tang (2019) utilize automatic 137

document structure learning and learn structurally 138

rich representations for news documents. Ma et al. 139

(2018) integrate both structure and content seman- 140

tics based on tree-structured recursive neural net- 141

works for detecting rumors. Tan et al. (2020) intro- 142

duce the task of detecting news generated by ma- 143

chines which includes images. Pelrine et al. (2021) 144

find that traditional NLP baselines are competitive 145

with and can outperform novel transformer-based 146

methods. However, due to the arbitrary size and 147

topology of the social graph, performing CNNs on 148

graphs is not a viable solution. 149

GNNs are neural networks that can be directly 150

applied to graphs, which provide an easy way to 151

perform node-level, edge-level, and graph-level 152

prediction tasks. Many graph-based efforts were 153

made on the task of fake news detection (Monti 154

et al., 2019; Gangireddy et al., 2020; Zhong et al., 155
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2020; Benamira et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). Lu156

and Li (2020) develop GCAN which learns the157

representations of user interactions, retweet prop-158

agation, and their correlation with source short159

text. Rossi et al. (2020) design TGN, which is a160

generic, efficient framework for dynamic graphs161

represented as sequences of timed events. Feng162

et al. (2021) propose RGT, which aims to leverage163

the heterogeneity in Twitter networks and counter164

misinformation and bots. Hu et al. (2021) utilize165

external knowledge through entities for fake news166

detection. Han et al. (2020) use the propagation167

pattern of news on social media and focus on a168

propagation-based approach for fake news detec-169

tion. Mehta and Goldwasser (2021) contribute a170

novel benchmark for fake news detection at the171

knowledge element level, as well as a solution for172

this task which incorporates cross-media consis-173

tency checking to detect the fine-grained knowl-174

edge elements and make news articles misinfor-175

mative. Mehta et al. (2022) formulate fake news176

detection as a reasoning problem and propose177

an inference-based graph representation learning178

method. Works on fake news detection often sim-179

plified social graphs while real-world scenarios are180

dynamic, heterogeneous, and more complicated.181

3 Methodology182

Figure 2 shows the overview of TaHiD, which con-183

sists of four components: (i) news propagation184

network; (ii) heterogeneous dynamic graph encod-185

ing module; (iii) propagation attention module; (iv)186

prediction module.187

3.1 News Propagation Network188

Let us first define the propagation network G =189

G(A,S,C, U,R) with its entities and relations190

as Figure 2(i) illustrates. We denote A =191

{a1, a2, · · · , aNA
} as the news entities, where192

ai is i-th news entity and NA is the number of193

news. Similarly, S = {s1, s2, · · · , sNs}, C =194

{c1, c2, · · · , cNc} and U = {u1, u2, · · · , aNU
}195

represent source, comment and user respectively.196

R = {e1, e2, · · · , eM} is the list of relations in G.197

ei = (esi , e
t
i, e

type
i ) is considered as the relation be-198

tween the source entity esi and the target entity eti,199

where esi , e
t
i ∈ A ∪ S ∪ C ∪ U . etypei ∈ Redge is200

the type of this edge and Redge is the set of types.201

More detailed information about news propagation202

network can be found in Appendix. We can now203

formally define the fake news detection using news204

propagation network. 205

Definition. Given a propagation network G = 206

G(A,S,C, U,R) constructed from news A, news 207

sources S, related comments C, users U , and edges 208

R, our task is constructing a classification function 209

f : f(G(A,S,C, U,R)) → ŷ, where ŷ is the pre- 210

dicted label of each news ai ∈ A, such that ŷ ap- 211

proximates ground truth y to maximize prediction 212

accuracy. 213

3.2 Heterogeneous Dynamic Graph Encoding 214

For simplicity, we omit the subscript standing for 215

each entity in the following detail. 216

News encoding TaHiD encodes news title and 217

content, then concatenates them to form an overall 218

feature vector for news, i.e., 219

ra = rtitlea ∥rcontenta ∈ RD, (1) 220

where D is a hyperparameter denoting the news 221

embedding dimension. 222

The most important entity in news is title, which 223

leads the outline and attracts the audience. TaHiD 224

derive the representation vector of news title as 225

rtitlea = ϕ(W T
A · ( 1

QT

QT∑
j=1

atitlej ) + bTA), (2) 226

where ϕ(·) is the activate function, W T
A ∈ 227

RDs×D/2, bTA ∈ RD/2 are learnable parameters, 228

Ds is word embedding dimension, and atitlej ∈ 229

RDs denotes the word embedding derived from the 230

pre-trained language model RoBERTa (Liu et al., 231

2019) with considerable language modeling capa- 232

bilities, calculated by 233

{atitlej }QT
j=1 = RoBERTa{atitlej }QT

j=1, (3) 234

where atitlej is j-th word in title tokenized by 235

NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) while QT is the word 236

count. 237

As fake news is created to spread inaccurate 238

and harmful information, their content often have 239

language style different from normal ones. To com- 240

prehensively represent the content information of 241

news, TaHiD derives a single representation vector 242

from news content as 243

rcontenta = ϕ(WC
A · ( 1

QS

QS∑
i=1

asenti ) + bCA), (4) 244
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed framework TaHiD.

where WC
A ∈ RD/2×Ds , bCA ∈ RD/2 are learnable245

parameters, and asenti is the sentence representation246

averaged from word representation, calculated by247

{asenti }QS
i=1 =

1

Qi

Qi∑
j=1

aword
i,j , asenti ∈ RDs , (5)248

where aword
i,j ∈ RDs denotes the word representa-249

tion transformed with RoBERTa, i.e.,250

{aword
i,j }Qi

j=1 = RoBERTa({aword
i,j }Qi

j=1), (6)251

where {aword
i,j }Qi

j=1 is tokenized by NLTK from252

i-th sentence {asenti }, Qi is the count of words;253

{asenti }QS
i=1 is tokenized from news content, and254

QS is the count of sentences.255

Source encoding TaHiD encodes news source256

using its description in the homepage, i.e.,257

rs = rdescriptions ∈ RD. (7)258

News sources are a critical component in news259

propagation. News published on well-known news260

sources will attract the attention and forward other261

relevant news media or personal media, and then262

achieve the goal of propagation. Similarly to263

news content representation, TaHiD constructs the264

source description feature vector rdescriptions ∈ RD265

using RoBERTa.266

User encoding Users play an important role in267

spreading fake news, and therefore it is a good idea268

to use user’s feature to detecting fake news. TaHiD269

encodes user to ru as270

ru = rdescriptionu ∥rpropertyu ∈ RD. (8)271

The rich semantic information in user description 272

is helpful to identify a user and demonstrate the 273

influence in spreading news. In TaHiD, RoBERTa 274

is also adopted to encode a user’s description 275

rdescriptionu ∈ RD/2. 276

Properties refer to the statistics of users such 277

as follower count or whether the user is verified, 278

which are widely exploited in different tasks on 279

social media. TaHiD adopts the properties which 280

can be obtained from Twitter API3 directly. TaHiD 281

conducts z-score normalization for numerical prop- 282

erties (e.g. favourites count) while 0− 1 encoding 283

for true-or-false categorical properties (e.g. veri- 284

fied), then feeds these raw properties into MLPs to 285

construct rpropertyu ∈ RD/2. 286

Comment encoding Users express their emo- 287

tions or opinions towards news through posting 288

comments on social media. These comments are 289

likely related to the original news, which is helpful 290

for fake news detection. TaHiD encodes comments 291

using its textual content and properties, i.e., 292

rt = rcontentt ∥rpropertyt ∈ RD. (9) 293

TaHiD adopts method similar to constructing news 294

content feature vector and user properties feature 295

vector to get rcontentt ∈ RD/2 and rpropertyt ∈ 296

RD/2, individually. 297

Time encoding TaHiD considers the news prop- 298

agation network as a dynamic network, where each 299

entity has a creation timestamp. Temporal informa- 300

tion like the publication time of news or the post 301

3https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api
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time of comment can help to detect fake news. To302

capture the potential temporal relation among en-303

tities, TaHiD adopts the temporal embedding. We304

believe that the temporal information of the dif-305

ferent types of edges has different effects. TaHiD306

adds time encoding relative to the entity t to its307

own representation r, i.e.,308

r̃ = r +
∑

etype∈Redge

rt,e
type

time , (10)309

where r̃ denotes the initial representation of this310

entity while rt,e
type

time denotes the temporal embed-311

ding of entity t for each edge type etype, which is312

calculated by313

rt,e
type

time = mean({rs,t,e
type

time }(s,t,etype)∈E),
rs,t,e

type

time = embed(|stime − ttime|, etype),
314

where rs,t,e
type

time means the influences of a edge315

(s, t, etype) to entity t, | · | is absolute value op-316

eration, mean(·) is average value operation, and317

embed(·, ·) is the time embedding operation. We318

construct the time embedding operation inspired319

by Hu et al. (2020) as follows320

Base(∆t, 2i) = sin(∆t/10000
2i
D ),

Base(∆t, 2i+ 1) = cos(∆t/10000
2i+1
D ),

embed(∆t, etype) = W type
T ∗ Base(∆t) + btypeT ,

321

where W type
T and btypeT are learnable parameters,322

and ∆t means the time difference.323

3.3 Propagation Attention Module324

TaHiD considers representation of each entity from325

Equation (10) as the first propagation vectors326

X(1) ∈ RN×D, where N = NA+NS+NU +NT .327

TaHiD leverages graph neural network as propa-328

gation function to obtain (l + 1)-th propagation329

vectors X(l+1) from l-th propagation vectors X(l)330

and adjacency matrix A from edges set R. TaHiD331

adopts (i) GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016); (ii)332

GAT (Velickovic et al., 2017); (iii) HGT (Hu et al.,333

2020); (iv) R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) as334

different propagation function.335

Considering that the propagation vectors from336

different layers contribute differently, TaHiD337

utilizes a propagation attention module to ag-338

gregate information from different propagations.339

For an entity in the propagation networks, as-340

sume that its different propagation vectors are341

{x(1), x(2), · · · , x(l)}. The sequence of tokens in- 342

put to the following transformer encoder is defined 343

as Z, i.e., 344

Z = [x(0), x(1), · · · , x(l)] + embp ∈ R(l+1)×D, 345

where x(0) is a learnable embedding to the se- 346

quence of propagation representation similar to 347

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)’s [class] token and 348

embp is a learnable position embedding. TaHiD 349

takes the first token, namely [class] token, from Z̃ 350

as the final representation z of this entity, denoted 351

by 352

z = Z̃[0], (11) 353

where Z̃ are the representations of tokens, which 354

are obtained by concatenating the output of each 355

head and putting them into MLPs, i.e., 356

Z̃ = MLPs([head1, · · · , headp]), (12) 357

where p is the count of heads. The attention opera- 358

tors (Vaswani et al., 2017) of the i-th head headi 359

is defined as 360

headi = Softmax(
QiK

T
i√

dk
)Vi, (13) 361

where Qi = ZWQ,i, Ki = ZWK,i, Vi = ZWV,i 362

and WQ,i,WK,i,WV,i ∈ RD×dk are learnable pa- 363

rameters. dk = D/p is the head dimension. 364

3.4 Prediction Module 365

For each news, the goal is to minimize the loss 366

function, i.e., 367

L(θ) = −ylog(ŷ)− (1− y)log(1− ŷ), (14) 368

where θ denotes the learnable parameters of TaHiD, 369

y is the ground truth of this news, and ŷ is the 370

predicted probability of fake news. The probability 371

ŷ is obtained by a softmax layer based on news’ 372

representation from Equation (11), i.e., 373

ŷ = Softmax(W ∗ z + b), (15) 374

where W ∈ RD×2 and b ∈ R2 are learnable pa- 375

rameters. 376

4 Experiments 377

4.1 Experiment Settings 378

Dataset We make use of three real-world datasets 379

to evaluate TaHiD and baselines. 380

• Politifact (Shu et al., 2020a) The dataset is col- 381

lected from the PolitiFact platform. 382
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Table 1: Performance comparison for fake news detection methods. "/" denotes insufficient dataset information to
support the baseline4. We perform five experiments for each baseline and report the mean and standard deviation.

Methods Politifact Gossipcop CoAID
F1 ACC AUC F1 ACC AUC F1 ACC AUC

HAN 72.5 (±1.0) 78.5 (±1.1) 83.9 (±2.2) 65.6 (±0.8) 86.7 (±0.3) 86.4 (±0.3) 88.3 (±1.6) 96.2 (±0.5) 98.5 (±0.7)
EANN 69.8 (±3.3) 78.3 (±2.2) 84.9 (±0.8) 64.9 (±1.8) 86.8 (±0.5) 86.9 (±0.7) 86.9 (±0.7) 95.8 (±0.2) 98.9 (±0.2)

dEFEND 79.7 (±3.2) 84.5 (±2.4) 91.9 (±2.6) 77.8 (±2.8) 90.3 (±1.0) 94.9 (±1.0) 89.1 (±2.7) 96.5 (±0.8) 99.3 (±0.2)
PNUP 82.7 (±0.7) 87.0 (±0.6) 86.0 (±0.5) 86.8 (±0.3) 95.5 (±0.1) 92.8 (±0.1) / / /

RoBERTa 87.4 (±0.9) 90.3 (±0.8) 96.1 (±0.2) 64.2 (±0.5) 85.7 (±0.4) 85.8 (±0.2) 88.4 (±0.7) 96.1 (±0.3) 99.3 (±0.0)
Cross-Domain 83.9 (±2.1) 88.6 (±1.5) 94.6 (±0.6) 79.5 (±1.4) 90.7 (±0.7) 94.9 (±1.0) 82.5 (±2.5) 94.3 (±0.9) 97.4 (±0.3)

TaHiD

GCN 88.8 (±1.4) 91.4 (±1.2) 97.6 (±0.5) 94.9 (±0.6) 97.8 (±0.2) 99.6 (±0.0) 94.2 (±0.5) 98.1 (±0.2) 99.5 (±0.1)
HGT 91.2 (±0.8) 93.5 (±0.7) 97.1 (±1.1) 72.6 (±0.7) 88.6 (±0.3) 91.2 (±0.2) 88.8 (±1.0) 96.4 (±0.4) 98.7 (±0.0)
GAT 89.2 (±1.3) 92.1 (±1.1) 97.8 (±0.6) 95.4 (±0.6) 98.0 (±0.3) 99.6 (±0.2) 94.7 (±0.4) 98.2 (±0.2) 99.4 (±0.2)

R-GCN 89.4 (±0.7) 92.2 (±0.9) 96.8 (±1.0) 95.2 (±0.5) 97.9 (±0.2) 99.7 (±0.0) 94.7 (±0.2) 98.2 (±0.1) 99.4 (±0.2)

• Gossipcop (Shu et al., 2020a) This dataset is383

collected from the GossipCop platform.384

• CoAID (Cui and Lee, 2020) This dataset in-385

cludes diverse COVID-19 healthcare misinforma-386

tion, including fake news on websites and social387

platforms.388

These three datasets contain news content with389

labels. For each news, we collect related social390

network information including users, comments on391

Twitter, and source information. We randomly con-392

duct a 7:2:1 partition for three datasets as training,393

validation, and test set.394

Baseline methods We compare TaHiD with the395

following methods as baselines:396

• HAN (Yang et al., 2016) adopts a hierarchical397

attention neural network framework on news con-398

tents for fake news detection.399

• EANN (Wang et al., 2018) is a general frame-400

work for fake news detection that contains an401

integrated multi-modal feature extractor.402

• dEFEND (Shu et al., 2019a) is an explainable403

fake news detection framework that exploits both404

news content and user comments jointly.405

• UPFND (Shu et al., 2019b) characterizes and406

understands user profile features to classify fake407

news.408

• RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) uses the pre-trained409

weight to derive news content features and adopts410

a fully-connect layer to classify fake news.411

• Cross-domain (Silva et al., 2021) is a multi-412

modal fake news detection technique that learns413

domain-specific and cross-domain information414

of news records.415

Evaluation metrics We adopt F1-score, Accu- 416

racy, and AUC as evaluation metrics of different 417

fake news detection methods. 418

Implement We implement TaHiD framework 419

with pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019), pytorch geomet- 420

ric (Fey and Lenssen, 2019), and the transformers 421

library (Wolf et al., 2020). We submit our code 422

and detailed information as part of the supplemen- 423

tary material. More detailed information about the 424

implementation can be found in the appendix. 425

4.2 Fake News Detection Performance 426

Table 1 reports fake news detection performance of 427

different methods on three datasets, which demon- 428

strates that: 429

• TaHiD based methods achieve the best perfor- 430

mance compared with other baselines over all 431

of the datasets. TaHiD achieves about 4.35%, 432

8.66%, and 6.29% relative performance improve- 433

ment on the F1-score, respectively. 434

• TaHiD with HGT achieves the best performance 435

on Politifact while TaHiD with R-GCN achieves 436

the best on CoAID. They achieve 2.70% and 437

0.53% improvement compared to TaHiD with 438

GCN, which illustrates that heterogeneous infor- 439

mation can help identify fake news. 440

• Methods only consider the news content, such as 441

HAN, only get an F1-score of 65.6% on Gossip- 442

cop. It is shown that news content is not enough 443

for fake news detection. 444

• Cross-Domain achieves better performance on 445

Politifact with an F1-score of 83.9% and Gossip- 446

cop with an F1-score of 79.5%, which suggests 447

4PNUP adopts user information to identify fake news while
CoAID contains little user information.
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Table 2: The performance of TaHiD time encoding ab-
lation study on dataset Politifact. We train without time
encoding. The "Type" column denotes the propagation
function of TaHiD.

Type F1 Acc
Prev. w/o Diff. Prev. w/o Diff.

GCN 88.8 88.1 -0.7 91.4 90.7 -0.7
HGT 91.0 90.0 -1.0 93.3 92.5 -0.8
GAT 89.2 88.1 -1.1 92.1 90.7 -1.4

R-GCN 89.4 88.3 -1.1 92.1 91.6 -0.5

Figure 3: The performance of TaHiD entity ablation
study on dataset Politifact. The "N", "S", "U", and
"C" denote retaining news, source, user, and comment
entity to train TaHiD while "All" denote using the whole
propagation network.

that graph information can help improve perfor-448

mance. TaHiD considers the graph propagation,449

which leads to the best performance.450

• PNUP achieves the second-best performance on451

Gossipcop with an F1-score of 86.8% but worse452

on Politifact with an F1-score of 82.7%, which453

shows that user information is helpful on the454

specific dataset. TaHiD considers the different455

contributions of every propagation, which leads456

to the best performance on three datasets.457

4.3 TaHiD Propagation Study458

Entity study TaHiD adopts various critical enti-459

ties, namely user, comment, and source information460

to detect fake news. To figure out whether the idea461

of using such information has led to better perfor-462

mance, we conduct an ablation study that removes463

one kind of entity in the news propagation network464

at a time. Results in Figure 3 show that removing465

any entity in the news propagation network from466

TaHiD would lead to a considerable loss in perfor-467

Figure 4: The results of training TaHiD on one dataset
and testing on the other datasets.

mance. F1-score of TaHiD trained with news and 468

comment drops from 90.96% to 89.79%, a relative 469

drop of 1.29%. TaHiD trained with news and user 470

drops the most, with a relative drop of 6.12% on the 471

F1-score. It indicates that comment information is 472

helpful for fake news detection while user informa- 473

tion is not quite useful on Politifact. TaHiD extracts 474

the most critical information from the propagation 475

network to improve the performance of fake news 476

detection. 477

Time embedding study TaHiD considers the 478

news propagation network as a heterogeneous dy- 479

namic graph and adopts temporal encoding to get 480

the temporal information of each entity and rela- 481

tion. To demonstrate the effect of TaHiD on extract- 482

ing temporal information, we conduct an ablation 483

study that removes the temporal encoding. From 484

Table 2, we could find that removing time encoding 485

leads to a drop in performance. The performance 486

of TaHiD with GAT drops the most with 1.23% 487

on the F1-score, while TaHiD with GCN drops the 488

least with 0.79%. It proves that TaHiD improves 489

the performance by encoding time information. 490

Transfer study To further prove TaHiD’s ability 491

to extract propagation network information, we 492

train TaHiD and a competitive baseline, Cross- 493

domain on one of the three datasets, and test on 494

the others. The results are presented in Figure 4, 495

which illustrated that TaHiD could better detect 496

other types of fake news even when they are not 497

explicitly used for training. TaHiD achieves the 498

average F1-score of 67.67%, a 28.92% relative im- 499

provement compared to Cross-domain. It illustrates 500

that TaHiD learns the information shared by dif- 501

ferent news propagation networks while previous 502

graph-based methods fail. It further proves that 503

news propagation networks could help to identify 504

fake news. 505
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Figure 5: Data hiding study that trains TaHiD on dataset
Politifact with hiding data.

Table 3: The performance of TaHiD without propaga-
tion attention module on dataset Politifact. The "Type"
column denotes the propagation function of TaHiD.

Type F1 Acc
Prev. w/o Diff. Prev. w/o Diff.

GCN 88.8 86.5 -2.3 91.4 90.7 -0.7
HGT 91.0 72.0 -19.0 93.3 80.4 -12.9
GAT 89.2 84.2 -5.0 92.1 88.8 -3.3

R-GCN 89.4 72.2 -17.2 92.1 81.3 -10.8

4.4 TaHiD Data Hiding Study506

Data hiding study The ability to solve the data507

hiding problem means that the model could keep508

the performance as the news propagation network509

information disappears. We remove a part of the510

news propagation network information, which sim-511

ulates the process of deleting information, and train512

TaHiD on the removed data. Figure 5 shows the513

results, which illustrate that TaHiD could keep its514

performance even if the news itself disappears. In515

the absence of news itself, TaHiD’s F1-score drops516

by only 7.98%. In the absence of the user, com-517

ment, and source information, the F1-score drops518

by 2.56%, 4.44%, and 2.56% respectively.519

Propagation attention study TaHiD contains520

the propagation module to measure the contribu-521

tion of different propagations. To prove the ability522

of this module to identify what matters in the prop-523

agation, we train TaHiD without the propagation524

attention module. Table 3 illustrates the results,525

which show that the propagation attention mod-526

ule could significantly improve the performance.527

TaHiD with HGT and R-GCN drop the most, with528

20.88% and 19.24% on the F1-score, respectively,529

which illustrates that the propagation attention mod-530

Figure 6: 2D PCA plot of the news representations of
TaHiD and dEFEND.

ule can help significantly improve performance. In 531

other words, TaHiD identifies what matters in the 532

process of news propagation and successfully finds 533

out the hidden fake news. 534

4.5 TaHiD Representation Study 535

While achieving good performance, TaHiD can 536

also learn the representation of each entity in the 537

news propagation network to support other down- 538

stream tasks like political stance detection. We eval- 539

uate the representation of news derived from TaHiD 540

compared with dEFEND which also provides news 541

representation. We cluster representations using k- 542

means and calculate the V-Measure (Rosenberg and 543

Hirschberg, 2007), which is an external cluster eval- 544

uation. Figure 6 visualizes the representations. Fig- 545

ure 6(a) is the PCD plot of TaHiD representations, 546

which shows moderate collocation for the group of 547

fake and real news, while Figure 6(b) shows little. 548

Quantitatively, TaHiD’s clusters achieve a better 549

V-Measure score of 0.676, compared to a 0.033 550

V-Measure score for the dEFEND clusters. 551

5 Conclusion 552

Fake news detection is attracting growing attention 553

in recent years. We propose TaHiD, an end-to- 554

end fake news detection framework that consid- 555

ers news propagation as a heterogeneous dynamic 556

graph. Specifically, TaHiD encodes critical entities 557

in the news propagation including news, source, 558

user, comment, and time information to construct 559

a news propagation network. TaHiD contains a 560

propagation attention model to determine the con- 561

tribution of different propagation layers to address 562

the data hiding problem. Extensive experiments on 563

three real-world datasets demonstrate that TaHiD 564

achieves excellent performance by considering the 565

news propagation network. Further explorations 566

prove that the propagation attention module is suc- 567

cessful and leads to TaHiD’s ability to address data 568

hiding problems. 569
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6 Limitations570

TaHiD achieves excellent performance on fake571

news detection and tackles the data hiding prob-572

lem. TaHiD has two minor limitations:573

• TaHiD leverages a news propagation network to574

identify fake news and achieve excellent perfor-575

mance. In the early days of news propagation, it576

could not form a relatively large-scale propaga-577

tion network. Namely, TaHiD’s performance in578

identifying early fake news may drop.579

• Extensive experiments show that TaHiD consid-580

ers the contribution of different propagations.581

TaHiD cannot give quantitative indicators of the582

importance of each propagation, which leads to583

low explainability.584
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Table 4: The user properties and their description that
TaHiD adopts.

Metadata Description

protected whether this user be protected
followers count the count of followers
friends count the count of friends
listed count the count of lists user follows

activate days the activate days of user
favourites count the count of likes the user obtains

geo enable whether user displays location
verified whether user is verified

statuses count the count of statuses
default profile image whether user uses default image

A Detailed Information of News808

Propagation Network809

The news propagation network contains 4 types810

of entities including source, news, user, and com-811

ment. Each entity has a timestamp identifying the812

creation time and TaHiD extracts temporal infor-813

mation through the time stamp. TaHiD adopts de-814

scription to encode source while title and content815

to encode news. For comment, TaHiD encodes the816

content information, and adopts the following prop-817

erties: (i) reply count, the count of comments com-818

ment this comment; (ii) favorite count, the count819

of users like this comment; (iii) source, the plat-820

form posting this comment, such as "Twitter Web821

Client" or "Twitter for Android". TaHiD adopts822

description and property to encode the user, and823

the properties TaHiD adopts are shown in Table 4.824

The news propagation network contains 4 types re-825

lations, including (i) publish, the source publishes826

a news; (ii) discuss, the news discusses a news;827

(iii) post, the user posts a comment; (iv) reply, the828

comment replies other comments.829

B Implement Detailed Information830

We submit our code and detailed information as831

part of the supplementary material5. To reproduce832

our experiment results, we present our hyperpa-833

rameter setting in Table 5. Our implementation834

is trained on a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU with835

12GB of memory. Under these settings, TaHiD836

runs a batch for about 60 seconds and the size of837

the parameters is about 29.5 MB.838

5Our codes are also available at https://anonymous.
4open.science/r/TaHiD-BDA0/

C Extended Experiments Results 839

To further prove the ability of TaHiD to tackle the 840

data hiding problem, we conduct extended exper- 841

iments on the other two datasets. Figure 7 and 842

Figure 8 illustrate that FaHiD can keep the perfor- 843

mance as the information is absent. In the absence 844

of news, user, comment, and source information, 845

the F1-score drops by 2.52%, 1.73%, 2.04%, and 846

1.55%, respectively on Gossipcop while F1-score 847

drops by 4.69%, 3.29%, 0.13% and 12.25%, re- 848

spectively. 849

Table 5: Hyperparamter setting of TaHiD

Hyperparameter Value

RoBERTa dim Ds 768
batch size 128

hidden dim D 512
dropout rate 0.5
Optimizer Adam

learning rate 1e-4
weight decay 1e-5

attention head p 4
num of propagation l 8

Figure 7: Robustness study that train TaHiD on dataset
Gossipcop with hiding data.

Figure 8: Robustness study that train TaHiD on dataset
CoAID with hiding data.
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